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Thank you Madam President, 
 
CIHRS would like to thank the Assistant Secretary General and her team for the important               

work they carry out on the issue of reprisals. 

On the 25th of August, the Director of CIHRS, Bahey eldin Hassan, was sentenced to 15               

years’ imprisonment in absentia by  the Fifth Terrorism Circuit Court in Cairo.    

The evidence and charges against him constitute a clear and grave case of reprisal for               

cooperation and engagement with the United Nations. Mr. Hassan’s case file specifically            

charges him with “portrayal of a negative image of Egypt before the international             

community” and spreading false information to undermine national security - citing as            

evidence his participation at the UN Human Rights Council. 

The verdict against Mr. Hassan is only the latest example of Egypt’s systematic use of               

reprisals against those who engage with United Nations human rights mechanisms. Special            

Procedure mandate holders and your office have repeatedly condemned this pattern of            

reprisals , including its use of terrorism related charges to punish individuals for such work.               

The brutality and regularity of such attacks should shock this Council into action- people              

have been kidnapped, tortured and imprisoned, families have had their homes demolished. 

Mr. Hassan’s case not only indicates an unwillingness by Egyptian authorities to begin to               

address this policy but also represents a symbolic escalation of this behavior against one of               

Egypt’s most visible human rights defenders.  

Allowing Egypt to continue to escape meaningful scrutiny for these acts will deeply erode              

the foundations of the international human rights system and encourage ever more brutal             

and widespread forms of reprisals by Egypt and other  governments around the world.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/08/31/its-official-egypt-you-can-now-get-15-years-jail-tweet/#comments-wrapper
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=22079&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=22079&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25217&LangID=E

